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Introduction
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) due to severe acute 

respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) first reported 
from Wuhan, in the Hubei Province of China in December 2020 
started as a cluster of pneumonia cases. Since then, it has been 
declared a global pandemic and has caused havoc throughout 
the world with millions being infected. Although the virus 
predominantly involves respiratory system, it is more evident now 
that other organ systems are affected too and can be associated 
with significant morbidity and mortality. 

Case Presentation
A 63- year-old lady presented to a designated COVID-19 

primary health care center with symptoms of diarrhea but no 
other systemic symptoms. There was no history of any contact with 
COVID- 19 positive patient. She was diabetic, hypertensive and had 
chronic kidney disease. In view of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, 
SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR test was done which was reported positive 
the following day. She was well clinically, and her vital parameters  

 
were stable. Hence as per local protocol she was transferred to a 
quarantine facility. However, one week later she was admitted 
to the hospital in view of dyspnea and cough. On arrival to the 
emergency room, she was afebrile but tachypneic with respiratory 
rate 30/minute. Oxygen saturation 88%, heart rate 86/minute and 
BP 162/77 mm of Hg. Chest X-ray showed bilateral diffuse patchy 
areas of lung consolidation suggestive of COVID Pneumonitis. 
Results of blood investigations are summarized below. She was 
treated for Pneumonia as per secondary care COVID-19 protocol 
along with prophylactic low molecular weight Heparin and was 
discharged home after 13 days of hospital stay. However, she 
was re-admitted three days later in view of vertigo and difficulty 
walking and standing. Detailed examination revealed horizonal 
nystagmus, delayed tendon reflexes and power of 4/5 in both 
upper and lower extremities. Finger to nose test and heel to shin 
test were negative. There was no dysarthria or tremor, and speech 
was intact. Gait could not be assessed due to severe vertigo. She 
had an emergency CT brain which showed focal hypodense changes 
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in left middle cerebellar peduncle representing infarcts (Figure 
1). MRI done the next day confirmed the same findings as noted 
on CT (Figure 2), following which she was started on Aspirin and 
Statin. Echocardiography showed mild concentric Left ventricular 
hypertrophy with normal global systolic function and no regional 
wall motion abnormality. She received input from Physiotherapist 

and was discharged home 5 days later. She made a gradual recovery 
without any further intervention. She is being reviewed in COVID 
follow up clinic and remains well so far six months since the 
diagnosis of cerebellar stroke with no residual neurological deficit 
(Table 1). 

Figure 1: Showing a hypodense area of infarction at the left cerebellar peduncle (blue arrow).

Figure 2: Axial MRI images show an acute infarction at the left cerebellar peduncle. The lesion appears hypointense on T1(a) 
and hyperintense on T2 (b), FLAIR (c) and DWI (d) (blue arrows).
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Table 1: Lab results from day 1 of admission.

Test Result Reference Interval

Hemoglobin 13 12.0-15.0

White Blood count 10.2 4.0-10.0

Platelets 311 150-400

Urea 8.6* 2.8-8.1

Creatinine 112* 44-80

C-reactive protein 65.7* 0.0-5.0

LDH 446* 135-214

Glucose 15.9* 3.5-5.5

HbA1C 12.2* <5.7

Alanine 
aminotransferase 16 0-33

Aspartate 
transaminase 24 0-32

Ferritin 390* 18-340

D-dimers 1.45* 0-0.49

Prothrombin time 11.9 9.4-12.5

*Results out of normal lab range values.

Discussion
During the early stages of COVID-19 pandemic, it was believed 

that the virus affects only the lungs but subsequently evidence 
emerged that it could involve other organ systems too. In our 
reported patient, diarrhea was the presenting symptom of COVID-19 
and studies have shown that gastrointestinal symptoms may be the 
only clinical feature in some COVID -19 patients [1]. Even though 
most COVID-19 patients have predominantly respiratory disease, 
neurological manifestations are being increasingly recognized 
with common reported symptoms being headache and anosmia 
[2]. The plethora of neurological features in COVID-19 are varied 
and depend on the primary pathophysiological mechanisms. These 
include direct effects of the virus on the nerve cells, infection related 
immune-mediated disease, and neurological complications arising 
from the general systemic effects of COVID-19 [3]. 

COVID-19 associated acute cerebrovascular events are rare 
but well recognized. In a recent meta-analysis, it had a reported 
incidence of 1.4% among COVID-19 patients [4]. Even though 
pre-existing cardiovascular risk factors could play a role in the 
development of stroke in COVID patients, studies have shown 
that COVID-19 infection has a significant independent association 
with acute ischemic stroke [5]. A large multicenter comparison 
study conducted in UK on COVID-19 related and unrelated strokes 
concluded that patients with COVID-19 related strokes were more 
likely to have multiple large vessel occlusions, more severe strokes 
and were associated with more severe disability on discharge 
and more inpatient deaths [6]. An interesting point to note is 

the delayed presentation of stroke in our reported patient, with 
symptoms developing 23 days after testing positive for COVID-19 
This is in keeping with the results of a systematic review of 
COVID-19 patients with acute ischemic stroke, which reported 
a mean duration of 10 +/- 8 days, from the onset of COVID-19 
related symptoms [7]. This could be explained by the proposed 
pathophysiological mechanisms of early hyperinflammatory state 
from cytokine storm followed by a prothrombotic state complicated 
by arterial and venous thromboembolism in patients who develop 
stroke complicating severe COVID-19 infections [8].

Recognizing stroke in COVID-19 patients can be difficult 
as presentations tend to be atypical with a high proportion of 
patients having non focal neurological presentations [9]. Cerebellar 
infarction after COVID-19 infection is extremely rare with only few 
sporadic cases reported in literature [10]. But these were a part of 
multiple infarcts involving other parts of the brain and we could 
not find any cases of isolated cerebellar stroke following COVID-19. 
Cerebellar symptoms such as ataxia in COVID-19 patients either 
during the acute phase or later, should prompt physicians to 
undertake further detailed targeted examination and investigations 
as there has been a case report of cerebellitis associated with 
COVID-19 without any associated infarction or hemorrhages [11]. 
Higher levels of biomarkers such as C-reactive protein, D-dimers, 
interleukin-6, ferritin, white blood cell count and platelet count are 
associated with increased severity of disease, quick progression and 
poor prognosis [12]. Apart from inflammatory markers, pre-existing 
diseases such as diabetes and hypertension, have been found to be 
risk factors for severe disease with neurological involvement [13]. 
This was very true in our patient too, who was poorly controlled 
diabetic and hypertensive increasing her risk for progression to 
severe disease. She was also found to have increased C-reactive 
protein, d-dimers and ferritin, even though her white blood cell 
and platelet count was normal. Interleukin-6 was not checked in 
our patient. Our patient was treated with antiplatelets which is 
the standard secondary prevention approach to cerebrovascular 
disease There are studies suggesting anticoagulation in all high-
risk patients in view of the thrombotic tendency in COVID-19. But 
the duration and type of anticoagulation is still not clear [14]. 

Conclusion 
Cerebellar stroke even though very rare in COVID -19 can be 

a serious complication especially in the presence of other risk 
factors. Clinicians should have a low threshold for investigating 
COVID-19 patients presenting with atypical features such as 
dizziness, vertigo and gait abnormalities. If not recognized early, it 
can result in neurological deterioration which may need surgical 
decompression. In view of the potential for hypercoagulative state 
in severe COVID-19 infection, prophylactic anticoagulation could be 
considered as a part of COVID-19 treatment regimens. 
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